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FALKE Trekking
In order to really enjoy the trekking experience, not only the perfect
footwear, but also the right socks and clothing are of great importance.
All FALKE trekking socks are characterised by their perfect ﬁt, thanks to
right and left padding and toe box. The material compositions, which are
tailored to the diﬀerent requirements, ensure a comfortable temperature
and very good moisture management. And the clothing of the FALKE
Ergonomic Sport System is also the perfect companion for hiking thanks
to its functional cuts and materials.
FALKE Trekking products are not only convincing in terms of function,
but also in terms of appearance. The bestseller, FALKE TK2, is offered in a
two-colour trend version - FALKE TK2 Trend Gradient - in which the
colour of the shaft gradually changes to the colour of the foot area. The
lightweight FALKE TK5 Short Trend Oﬀset is a real eye-catcher,
especially for urban trekking, thanks to its sporty graphic design with
diﬀerently colored, openworked stripes. Both articles are available in four
diﬀerent colour combinations for men and women. The FALKE TK2
Trend Crest - trend bestseller - with mountain silhouette motif is also
available in new trend colours for the spring/summer season 2021.
FALKE is expanding its product range and, in addition to the well-known
FALKE Wool Tech Underwear, now also oﬀers T-shirts and thermal layers
made of a proven wool/polyamide blend. The FALKE Natural T-Shirt
and the FALKE Thermal Half Zip are particularly skin-friendly, easycare and durable and guarantee quick drying. Also brand new is the
FALKE Wool Tech Light Bra Top - perfect body climate and body
feeling thanks to the natural wool ﬁbre. The soft, adjustable straps made
of stretch velour ensure a perfect fit. The inside of the new FALKE Warm
Up Jacket has a soft 3D structure made of ﬁnest wool yarn and the

outside is more resistant to abrasion and pilling thanks to the use of
polyamide. The FALKE Competitor Pants made of highly functional
polyamide bi-stretch fabric, for men and women, are wind- and waterrepellent without losing breathability.
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